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orldwide Oral Cancer incidence rates have consistently placed the
disease among the top 10 most frequently occurring cancers. Amongst
the range of etiological agents implicated in its initiation and progression,
oral bacteria have only recently gained attention. The anaerobic Gramnegative bacterium Fusobacterium nucleatum, found in the mouth and GI
tract is recognized as a mediator of periodontal disease, still births and a
subset of colorectal cancers. In the intestine model of carcinogenesis, the
distinctive adhesin FadA of F. nucleatum binds to E-Cadherin and induces
pro-inflammatory and oncogenic protein pathways. Our study involved the
investigation of cellular response of an oral dysplastic cell line, D20 to FadA
and a related protein FadB. The relative changes in cellular signaling of
four different markers NF-κB phosphor, C-myc, β-catenin and E-cadherin
(known markers of inflammation, cell proliferation, oncogenesis, adhesion
and invasion respectively) were measured using western blotting and the
recently developed systems level proteomics method, Digiwest. Analysis of
quantified data showed that FadA and FadB upregulate the same pathways Figure1: Cellular responses of an oral dysplastic cell line to purified
in a mildly dysplastic oral cancer cell line as have previously been described proteins FadA and FadB of Fusobacterium nucleatum. (: increase/
for Colorectal cancer. Data from MTT and Trypan blue assays confirmed upregulation)
that these two proteins promote increased cellular proliferation of the D20. This study gave us new insights into the potential
role of F.nucleatum FadA proteins in oral cancer, and in the process highlights the therapeutic possibilities of exploiting these
molecules to design diagnostic screens, to develop them as targets for small molecule inhibitors and potentially to use them as
vaccine candidates.
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